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INTRODUCTION
You can build  space that caters to your needs: it grows, it is small again, 
it goes with you - wherever.  It is not a burden on the body or nature 
and also looks really good.

MINIMALISM
We live in a fast paced world.  The pursuit of growth and permanent 
sensory overload of society leaves a strong desire for what is really 
important to many people.  Therefore, the phrase “less is more” is our 
motto in the design of thoughtful and a�ordable housing solutions.

NATURALLY VERSATILE
Still in construction, materials used must be disposed of as hazardous 
waste at the end of a generation.  Therefore, we realized a di�erent 
approach: towards more sustainability and less resource consumption.  
In the production of our ZINIPIs everything remains valuable: the 
concept of a zero-waste recycling management provides us with the 
forest as a natural resource.  
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NATURE AS A MODEL
Untreated wood is the easiet and most ingenious basic building 
material of a house.  Without additional insulation materials, nails and  
glue, the Holz100 construction achieves best values   in the �elds of 
sound, radiation and �re protection.  Wood breathes, it extracts and 
gives moisture to a roomand also absorbs toxins.

ALL WOOD IS NOT THE SAME
Moon-beaten wood, which is harvested during the winter months at 
waning moon, derived from sustainably harvested and stored properly, 
and dried, is insect resistant, has a longer life and is less susceptible to 
cracking and shape changes.  For each of our ZINIPIS there is therefore a 
certi�cate of origin of the wood used

CHANGES DRAW LIFE
In order to leave the parental home, we are looking for a�ordable living 
space. New professional situations, new people enter our lives - the 
space requirement increases from single to family household. We have 
to keep repeating these changes over and over again.

A modular design allows adaptation to these changes. Our house grows 
with the needs and residents and can be divided again as desired. It is 
no illusion that a child takes the room when moving out.

In times of change, our professional aspirations are often associated 
with local �exibility. Why do I need a furniture transport, if my whole 
house and thus my usual living space can go with me.

A HEALTHY SOUL NEEDS A HEALTHY HOME
Our home is our haven. It is not the size that counts, but the quality of 
living. Creating a natural home or a small oasis will allow you to 
embrace the natural properties of wood.  It has been proven that 
people who are surrounded by wood, live more relaxed.

Further information at www.holz100canada.com
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Mass

Wall Construction

L B 2.90 x 2.40 x 2.60 H

2.5t

12 cm Holz100 wall - Spruce

+ 3 cm ventilation layer

+ Outer facade

Glueless solid wood walls

connected with book dowels

Door

Plate glass window

Flooring

Flat Roof

Options

Solid wood, without glue

double glazed 27 mm

Thermo ash (optional)

weather resistant-foil

Infrared stone ceiling heating
Sauna expansion
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Mass

Wall Construction

L B 4.10 x 2.60 x 2.60 H

approx. 3.5t

12 cm Holz100 wall - Spruce

+ 3 cm ventilation layer

+ Outer facade

Glueless solid wood walls

connected with book dowels

Door

Plate glass window

Flooring

Flat Roof

Options

Solid wood, without glue

double glazed 27 mm

Thermo ash (optional)

weather resistant-foil

Infrared stone ceiling heating
Sauna Extension 
Wet Room in L version

L Version L B 4.70 x 2.60 x 2.60 H
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Living Space

Mass

L B 9.60 x 3.00 x 3.60 H

approx. 25 sqm

7.5t

Door

Plate glass window

Flooring

Top Roof

Options

Solid wood, without glue

double glazed 27 mm

Thermo ash or ash

arched, titanium-zinc

Woodburning stove, wet room 
with shower,
and composting toilet

Wall Construction 12 cm Holz100 wall - Spruce

+ 3 cm ventilation layer

+ Outer facade

Glueless solid wood walls

connected with book dowels
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outhouse

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Mass

Wall Construction

L B 1.20 x 1.20 x 2.30 H

approx. 500 kg

9.6 cm Holz100 wall - Spruce

+ Outer facade

Glueless solid wood walls

connected with book dowels

Flooring

Top, Roof

Thermo ash (optional)

Flat roof made of titanium-zinc

Options Separation toilet, interior 
lighting LED, hand basin with 
water, and waste water tank

Optional self-su�cient with solar 
panels
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INFO & SPECIFICATIONS

Our modular design allows cost-e�ective build of a 
small house.  A module has a �oor space of approx. 
18sqm., wherein the base unit can be extended as 
required.  Even stacking is possible.

Dimensions L 7.20 x W 3.00 x 2.60 H

Living Space

Mass

Door

Plated glass window

Flooring

approx. 18 sqm.

approx. 5t

Solid wood, without glue

double glazed 27 mm

Thermo ash or ashWall Construction 12 cm Holz100 wall - Spruce

+ 3 cm ventilation layer

+ Outer facade

Glueless solid wood walls

connected with book dowels

Flat Roof

Options

weather-resistant foil

Infrared natural stone ceiling 
heating, stove, wet room
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TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
Basically, our Zinipi can be expanded as a living room, o�ce or sauna. 
On request, we can o�er you the right furnishing solution.

Our furnishing range includes beds, matching cabinets, tables, chairs, 
matching sauna equipment and clever conversion solutions for small 
rooms. We only work with ecological materials such as wood and 
natural textiles. On request, we also equip your Zinipi with a complete 
wet room.

We heat our Zinipis, as nature intended: with radiant heat from above 
like the sun or with �re.  We use natural stone infrared heaters or stoves.

SELF-SUFFICIENCY
No electricity and water suburb? No problem! Also in this case we o�er 
you suitable solutions such as solar modules for the roof, waterless 
composting toilets or self-su�cient water systems.
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A SOLUTION FOR EVERY CHALLENGE
We support you in the �rst steps: An architect team and technical 
experts are available to assist you and thus also in the planning and 
execution of your project.

We are happy to organize transport and installation for you. Whether 
with low loader, mobile crane or heavy duty helicopter. We bring your 
Zinipi to your desired location.

Large earthworks are not necessary for our Zinipi. Thanks to our 
screw-pile technology, foundations can be set without major interven-
tion in nature, which can be removed without residue.

The on-site requirements are thus easily calculable for you and the use 
of your Zinipis - nothing stands in the way.
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PINE
The stone pine is a very resistant tree that grows in the Alps and in the 
Carpathians at a height of between 1,500 and 2,500 m and is up to 
1,000 years old. Like no other tree, it appeals to our souls through the 
sense of smell. For decades, Pine retains its very own, extremely 
pleasant scent, which is derived from essential oils in the wood and 
gives each living room its own magic.

SPRUCE
The spruce is probably the most widely used tree in forestry in our 
latitudes. It has low demands on your environment and is a relatively 
fast-growing woodland and is therefore particularly suitable as sustain-
able timber. Spruce is a tree of harmony: it shows us that clear mindful-
ness moves much more than a brief act of force

ASH
The ash is one of the noble deciduous trees and with a stature height of 
up to 40 meters is one of the highest in Europe. Ash wood is used 
especially when the highest demands are made on strength and 
elasticity. The ash is particularly well suited as soil.

THERMO WOOD
We mainly use thermal wood for our exterior facades and �oors. By 
simply heating, much like roasting co�ee, we change the behavior of 
the wood so that it is extremely motionless. Thermowood swells and 
shrinks less than any other wood. The risk of fungal and pest infestation 
is reduced to a minimum. It is particularly suitable in wet and outdoor 
areas
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HOLZ100 CANADA INC.
500-240 Duncan Mill Road
Toronto, ON M3B 3S6

Office: 416.876.3388
Email: admin@holz100canada.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-4:30pm EST
www.holz100canada.com

CANADA


